Formally a co-op, Sewall House has all of the comforts of a home including a full kitchen, washer and dryer, and an intimate common space. Alums who have lived in Sewall have described living here as truly living in a home.

Sewall houses eleven students with seven large senior singles and three luxurious doubles, it is a perfect place for senior-sophomore interaction. Sewall is a member of the Dodd Neighborhood, and residents can either cook and eat in their own kitchen, or eat in Dodd Dining Hall. Sewell is close to Sawyer Library, and Hopkins Hall.
Indicates that the rooms have been identified to be noisy due to external house related noises. Please see the room sheets for the specific source of noise.

Noise mainly due to parties in Sewall House.
Basic Facts

*Floor:* Exposed (hardwood or tile)

*Furniture included:*
- Bed
- Nightstand
- Desk
- Dresser (Drawers only)
- Chair
- Bookcase

*Adjustable Bed Height:* Yes

*Closet:* Yes
two closets, standard size (not walk-in)

*White Board on door:* No

*Slanted Ceilings:* No

Light

*Number of Windows:* 4

*Plenty of natural light:* Yes

*Time of day with most light:* Don't notice

*Without additional light, the room is well lit:* Yes

Additional Comments:

Temperature

*Room Temperature:* Cold

heater didn't work particularly well (very old and noisy)

*Ability to adjust heat:* Yes, there is a thermostat
not particularly effective

Unique Quirks

The ceiling leaked sometimes near where the water pipe came in from upstairs, and I had a few posters ruined by excess condensation on the walls.

Bathroom

*People who share the bathroom:* 4 to 5

*Sinks:* 1

*Toilets:* 1

*Bathtubs:* Bathtub with showerhead

*Windows:* No windows

Other comments: not amazing, but no complaints
Basic Facts

Floor: Exposed (hardwood or tile)
Furniture included:
- Bed
- Nightstand
- Desk
- Bureau (Drawers and Hanging Space)
- Chair
- Bookcase
- Mirror
Adjustable Bed Height: No
Closet: Yes
2 closets. lots of storage space
White Board on door: Yes
Slanted Ceilings: No

Light

Number of Windows: 5
Plenty of natural light: Yes
Time of day with most light: Morning
Without additional light, the room is well lit: No
Additional Comments:

Temperature

Room Temperature: Cold
even with heat at max, it's still a little cold during the winter
Ability to adjust heat: Yes, there is a thermostat
the heater can be adjusted

Unique Quirks
cupboards

Bathroom

People who share the bathroom: 4 to 5
Sinks: 1
Toilets: 1
Bathtubs: Bathtub with showerhead
Windows: No windows
Other comments: My bathroom is FREEZING even with the heater on the highest setting. there’s a large gap between the bottom of the door and the floor, so a lot of cold air comes in
Basic Facts
Floor: Exposed (hardwood or tile)
Furniture included:
- Bed
- Desk
- Dresser (Drawers only)
- Chair
- Bookcase
- rocking chair
Adjustable Bed Height: No
Closet: Yes
much smaller than my roommate's! a bit crammed, esp. because the dresser pretty much had to go in there.
decent sized shelf at the top, one hook on the wall--I just hung another hook off of the bar and it works nicely.
White Board on door: Yes
Slanted Ceilings: No

Light
Number of Windows: 4
Plenty of natural light: Yes
I leave the blinds up all the time, so it's usually very light in the room.
Time of day with most light: Don't notice
Without additional light, the room is well lit: Yes
Additional Comments:

Temperature
Room Temperature: Normal
I sleep next to a window which can get cold, but the radiator counteracts that nicely.
Ability to adjust heat: Yes, there is a thermostat
Two radiators, both with an ability to adjust by hand.

Unique Quirks
The back door is awesome, but you can't get in that way unless someone lets you in, so don't lock yourself out!
The room is big enough that it's essentially two rooms, which is very nice.

Bathroom
People who share the bathroom: 2 to 3
Sinks: 1
Toilets: 1
Bathtubs: Bathtub with showerhead
Windows: No windows
Other comments: usually not a problem to share, even with 3 other people. I generally don't leave my stuff in the bathroom, though.
Sewall 101 (Double)

**Basic Facts**

*Floor*: Exposed (hardwood or tile)

*Furniture included*:
- Bed
- Desk
- Dresser (Drawers only)
- Chair
- Bookcase
- Mirror

*Adjustable Bed Height*: No

*Closet*: Yes

I think the closets in this room are awesome and are the best part of the room. There are two closets which are quite different, though both are large enough to walk into. Mine has a bar to hang things on as well as a large shelf on one side and three small White Board on door.

*Slanted Ceilings*: No

**Light**

*Number of Windows*: 3

*Plenty of natural light*: Y

There are 2 windows on one wall and one window on the adjoining wall. They are more like the windows you would traditionally see in a house.

*Time of day with most light*: Morning

*Without additional light, the room is well lit*: No

*Additional Comments*: The only light we have is the typical wall light seen in rooms at Williams, and at night, it would not provide sufficient lighting for work.

**Temperature**

*Room Temperature*: Normal

*Ability to adjust heat*: Yes, there is a thermostat

It is a heating vent with a dial on the side. It cannot be adjusted by actual temperatures, but only by a number scale. It has some effect, but is not as good as some thermostats (like those in Mission).

**Unique Quirks**

We have 3 windows, so that is really nice. The furniture is random and eclectic; my roommate and I have different beds, dressers, desks and closets. It is small but well-designed. One dresser has a stand up mirror attached and the bookshelf is on wheels so you can move it around easily. The floor is drafty and slanted.

**Bathroom**

*People who share the bathroom*: 2 to 3

*Sinks*: 1

*Toilets*: 1

*Bathtubs*: 1 shower

*Windows*: 1
Basic Facts

Floor: Exposed (hardwood or tile)

Furniture included:
- Bed
- Desk
- Dresser (Drawers only)
- Bureau (Drawers and Hanging Space)
- Chair
- Bookcase
- Mirror

Adjustable Bed Height: Yes
Closet: Yes
Large walk-in closet.
White Board on door: Yes
Slanted Ceilings: Yes
They don’t interfere at all.

Light

Number of Windows: 2
Plenty of natural light: Yes
Time of day with most light: Morning
Without additional light, the room is well lit: No
Additional Comments: The main light isn’t very strong.

Temperature

Room Temperature: Normal
Ability to adjust heat: Yes, there is a thermostat

Unique Quirks

No bathroom connected to the room.

Bathroom

People who share the bathroom: 2 to 3
Sinks: 1
Toilets: 1
Bathtubs: Shower
Windows: 1 window
Other comments:
**Basic Facts**

*Floor:* Exposed (hardwood or tile)

*Furniture included:*
- Bed
- Nightstand
- Desk
- Dresser (Drawers only)
- Chair
- Bookcase

*Adjustable Bed Height:* Yes

*Closet:* Yes

It's not the biggest closet in the world; probably about four feet wide.

*White Board on door:* Yes

*Slanted Ceilings:* No

**Light**

*Number of Windows:* 2

*Plenty of natural light:* Yes

Very well lit room with a nice view of Dodd and then another view of the church and the parking lot. The windows are some of the best things about the room.

*Time of day with most light:* Don't notice

*Without additional light, the room is well lit:* Yes

**Temperature**

*Room Temperature:* Normal

*Ability to adjust heat:* Yes, there is a thermostat

The thermostat is adequate, so the room can be as hot or cold (within reason) as you'd like.

**Unique Quirks**

The furniture is pretty old school - it's probably been here since Mark Hopkins time. I like the antique feel, but there's not a whole lot of extra room. I don't have too many clothes but I still bought an extra bin to keep some clothes.

**Bathroom**

*People who share the bathroom:* 1

*Sinks:* 1

*Toilets:* 1

*Bathtubs:* Shower

*Windows:* No windows

*Other comments:* Small, but for only two people it does the trick.